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Fans of Lady Bird will love this novel about a good girl who dreams herself into a bad boy's room in this lyrically romantic
novel that Maggie Stiefvater, author of The Raven King, says she read and "woke up satisfied." Waverly Camdenmar
spends her nights running until she can’t even think. Then the sun comes up, life goes on, and Waverly goes back to her
perfectly hateful best friend, her perfectly dull classes, and the tiny, nagging suspicion that there’s more to life than
student council and GPAs. Marshall Holt is a loser. He drinks on school nights and gets stoned in the park. He is at risk
of not graduating, he does not care, he is no one. He is not even close to being in Waverly’s world. But then one night
Waverly falls asleep and dreams herself into Marshall’s bedroom—and when the sun comes up, nothing in her life can
ever be the same. In Waverly’s dreams, the rules have changed. But in her days, she’ll have to decide if it’s worth
losing everything for a boy who barely exists. "Waverly and Marshall burn brightly . . . both refreshingly flawed as they
come into their own. Readers will forgo sleep themselves to witness their vibrant, achingly real story unfold. A brilliant
romance." —Kirkus Reviews, Starred "A tightly woven, luminously written novel that captures the uncertain nature of high
school and the difficult path of self-discovery." —Booklist, Starred "Yovanoff offers a multilayered exploration of human
connections, particularly those that manifest in unpredictable ways."—Publishers Weekly, Starred
From acclaimed and New York Times bestselling YA authors Maggie Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna Yovanoff
comes The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories. ? A vampire locked in a cage in the basement, for good luck. ? Bad guys,
clever girls, and the various reasons why the guys have to stop breathing. ? A world where fires never go out (with
references to vanilla ice cream). These are but a few of the curiosities collected in this volume of short stories by three
acclaimed practitioners of paranormal fiction. But The Curiosities is more than the stories. Since 2008, Maggie, Tessa,
and Brenna have posted more than 250 works of short fiction to their website www.merryfates.com. Their goal was
simple: create a space for experimentation and improvisation in their writing?all in public and without a backspace key. In
that spirit, The Curiosities includes the stories and each author's comments, critiques, and kudos in the margins. Think of
it as a guided tour of the creative processes of three acclaimed authors.
Named a "Best Book of 2015" by Bustle, Book Riot, Chicago Public Library, Quill and Quire, and the B&N Teen Blog! The
sheriff's son, Kellan Turner, is not the golden boy everyone thinks he is, and Romy Grey knows that for a fact. Because
no one wants to believe a girl from the wrong side of town, the truth about him has cost her everything-friends, family,
and her community. Branded a liar and bullied relentlessly by a group of kids she used to hang out with, Romy's only
refuge is the diner where she works outside of town. No one knows her name or her past there; she can finally be
anonymous. But when a girl with ties to both Romy and Kellan goes missing after a party, and news of him assaulting
another girl in a town close by gets out, Romy must decide whether she wants to fight or carry the burden of knowing
more girls could get hurt if she doesn't speak up. Nobody believed her the first time-and they certainly won't now-but the
cost of her silence might be more than she can bear. With a shocking conclusion and writing that will absolutely knock
you out, Courtney Summers' new novel All the Rage examines the shame and silence inflicted upon young women in a
culture that refuses to protect them.
"Brutally beautiful — not like anything else you'll read this year, or any other." - Cassandra Clare, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Clockwork Angel Kit and Fancy Cordelle are sisters of the best kind: best friends, best confidantes,
and best accomplices. The daughters of the infamous Bonesaw Killer, Kit and Fancy are used to feeling like outsiders,
and that’s just the way they like it. But in Portero, where the weird and wild run rampant, the Cordelle sisters are hardly
the oddest or most dangerous creatures around. It’s no surprise when Kit and Fancy start to give in to their deepest
desire—the desire to kill. What starts as a fascination with slicing open and stitching up quickly spirals into a gratifying
murder spree. Of course, the sisters aren’t killing just anyone, only the people who truly deserve it. But the girls have
learned from the mistakes of their father, and know that a shred of evidence could get them caught. So when Fancy
stumbles upon a mysterious and invisible doorway to another world, she opens a door to endless possibilities….
A brand new Skulduggery Pleasant novella for World Book Day: a hilarious and thrilling standalone story in the
internationally bestselling series – perfect for new readers, and essential for Skulduggery fans...
Though he lives in the small town of Gentry, Mackie comes from a world of tunnels and black, murky water, a world of
living dead girls ruled by a little tattoed princess. He is a replacement - left in the crib of a human baby sixteen years ago
when it was stolen away by the fey. Now, because of fatal allergies to iron, blood and consecrated ground, Mackie is
slowly dying in the human world. Mackie would give anything just to be normal, to live quietly amongst humans, practice
his bass guitar and spend time with his crush, Tate. But when Tate's baby sister goes missing, Mackie is drawn
irrevocably into the underworld of Gentry, known as Mayhem, where he must face down the dark creatures and find his
rightful place - in our world, or theirs.
The Nevermoor series meets Hotel Transylvania in this dazzling debut middle grade adventure set in a world of talking
spiders, living forests, and haunted castles about a vampire girl who wants to fit in but first must defeat an evil ghost.
After one hundred years of being a vampire, it’s time for Eleonora to have her Birthnight. Since Leo’s last rite of
passage, her Grimwalk, ended with her losing her right leg and a good deal of her confidence, she’s hoping to redeem
herself in the eyes of her mother, the fearsome Lady Sieglinde. All Leo has to do is hunt down and kill her first prey, and
she already has the perfect plan. After all, who will miss an orphan from the bleak St. Frieda’s Home for Unwanted
Children? But an accidental fire causes more death and destruction than Leo bargained for. Instead of killing one
carefully selected victim, she’s created several ghosts from the orphanage residents. And one sinister specter, the
Orphanmaster, is poised to terrorize the living residents in a nearby town. To stop him and try to undo some of the mess
she’s made, Leo must team up with the orphan ghost Minna. Will Leo have the chance to prove herself as a vampire
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before her Birthnight is over, or will she discover that there are no winners in the battle of undead versus undead?
Mackie Doyle is The Replacement - left in the crib of a human baby sixteen years ago. He has been raised among us.
But he is not one of us. Now, he must face the dark creatures of the slag heaps from which he came and find his rightful
place - in our world or theirs. "Unsettling villains and intriguing moral ambivalence make this effort shockingly original and
. . .breathtaking." - Booklist, starred review "Even after finishing the book, readers will be left with the eerie sensation that
. . . the true darkness has yet to abate." - BCCB, starred review "Well-developed characters, a fascinating Fairy Court, an
exciting story line, wicked cover art . . .this book has the makings of a success." - Publishers Weekly "A fast-paced, dark
delicacy." - Kirkus Reviews
The asylum holds the key to a terrifying past... A thrilling creepy photo-novel, perfect for fans of the New York Times
bestseller Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children.
"Don't miss this gripping, emotional prequel to the hit Netflix series, Stranger Things! The never-before-told backstory of
the beloved Dig Dug maven, Max Mayfield, written by New York Times bestselling author Brenna Yovanoff. This mustread novel, based on the hit Netflix series, Stranger Things, explores Max's past--the good and the bad--as well as how
she came to find her newfound sense of home in Hawkins, Indiana"-A beautifully written, incredibly original and wickedly funny novel for readers of 10 and older – BLOOM is for everyone
who has ever felt like they didn’t fit in, and for anyone who has ever wanted a little more colour and wildness in their
lives...
Stephen King meets Tuck Everlasting in this eerie, compulsively page-turning tale of a girl haunted by the loss of her
sister—and trapped by the mysterious power that fuels her small town. Gardnerville seems like a paradise. But every four
years, a strange madness compels the town's teenagers to commit terrible crimes. Four years ago, Skylar's sister, Piper,
led her classmates on a midnight death march into a watery grave. Now Piper is gone. And to get her back, Skylar must
find a way to end Gardnerville's murderous cycle. From Kate Karyus Quinn, author of Another Little Piece, comes a
mesmerizing and suspenseful novel that will thrill fans of Maggie Stiefvater's The Raven Boys and Brenna Yovanoff's
The Replacement.
When Kacey moves in with her estranged father and his new family, her new friend goes missing and Kacey finds herself
at the center of the investigation.
Fifteen-year-old Jackie Stone's father is dying. When Jackie discovers that her father has been diagnosed with a terminal
brain tumor, her whole world starts to crumble. She can't imagine how she'll live without him . . . Then, in a desperate act
to secure his family's future, Jackie's father does the unthinkable--he puts his life up for auction on eBay. Jackie can do
nothing but watch and wait as an odd assortment of bidders, some with nefarious intentions, drive the price up higher.
The fate of her entire family hangs in the balance. But no one can predict how the auction will finally end, or any of the
very public fallout that ensues. Life as Jackie knows it is about to change forever . . . In this brilliantly written tragicomedy
told through multiple points of view--including Jackie's dad's tumor--acclaimed author Len Vlahos deftly explores what it
really means to live. "A weird, sardonic delight with the shape of an allegory and the heart of a joyful song." --Brenna
Yovanoff, New York Times bestselling author of The Replacement "Surprising, original, political, and deeply affecting . . .
It is one of those rare works of art that keeps you guessing up to the very last page." --Leila Sales, author of This Song
Will Save Your Life "It will tear you apart, and yet it's an absolute joy." --Adi Alsaid, author of Let's Get Lost and Never,
Always, Sometimes
Clementine DeVore spent ten years trapped in a cellar, pinned down by willow roots, silenced and forgotten. Now she's
out and determined to uncover who put her in that cellar and why. When Clementine was a child, dangerous and
inexplicable things started happening in New South Bend. The townsfolk blamed the fiendish people out in the Willows
and burned their homes to the ground. But magic kept Clementine alive, walled up in the cellar for ten years, until a boy
named Fisher sets her free. Now back in the world, Clementine sets out to discover what happened all those years ago.
But the truth gets muddled in her dangerous attraction to Fisher, the politics of New South Bend, and the Hollow, a fickle
and terrifying place that seems increasingly temperamental ever since Clementine was set free…
A demon girl searches for love on Earth.
So You Want to Be a Hero? Millionaire CEO Adam Drake overcame a tortured past to take control of his life and build his own
gaming empire. The final piece falls into place with his newfound love for brilliant geek girl blogger, Mia Strong. Now Adam is at
the top of his game. Your Princess Is in Another Castle. Until Mia suddenly breaks things off, leaving Adam in the dark. He senses
she needs his help but that she's too stubborn or scared to ask. The more he tries to take control, the further she shies away. This
is one problem he can't solve by writing a check or a few clever lines of code. He will have to dig deep and put himself at risk...or
else risk losing her forever. THE GAMING THE SYSTEM SERIES: 0- Girl Geek 1- At Any Price 2- At Any Turn 3- At Any Moment
4- For The Win 5- For The One 6- Worth Any Cost 7- It Was Always You 8- For The Taking 9- For The Holidays
Sixteen-year-old Mackie Doyle knows that he replaced a human child when he was just an infant, and when a friend's sister
disappears he goes against his family's and town's deliberate denial of the problem to confront the beings that dwell under the
town, tampering with human lives.
Phoebe finds herself drawn to Mallory, the strange new girl in school, and the two soon become as close as sisters. Then Mallory's
magnetic older brother, Ryland, shows up during their junior year. Ryland has an immediate hold on Phoebe - but a dangerous
hold, for she begins to question her feelings about her best friend and, worse, about herself. Soon Phoebe discovers the shocking
truth about Ryland and Mallory: that they are from the faerie realm, here to collect on an age-old debt. And the price of that debt
could cost Phoebe everything. But with the help of her friend Ben, Phoebe ultimately learns her own worth and breaks the
generations-old curse. "Werlin crafts her characters so deftly and unrolls the story so cleverly . . . readers will be under the spell to
the end." - Booklist "A compelling tale of friendship and a refreshing antidote to faerie stories about that one special girl deserving
of supernatural love." - Kirkus Reviews
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"YA science fiction at its best." - Jay Kristoff, New York Times bestselling author of The Aurora Cycle and Illuminae "A unique and
engrossing yarn." - Pierce Brown, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Red Rising Saga From acclaimed Morris finalist
Len Vlahos comes a grounded sci-fi story about a boy who's more than human, perfect for fans of Westworld and LIFEL1K3.
Quinn thinks he's a normal fifteen year-old. He plays video games, spends time with his friends, and crushes on a girl named
Shea. But a shocking secret brings his entire world crashing down: he's not a boy. He's artificial intelligence. After Quinn "wakes
up," he sees his world was nothing more than a virtual construct. He's the QUantum INtelligence Project, the first fully-aware A.I. in
the world--part of a grand multi-billion-dollar experiment led by the very man he believed to be his dead father. But as Quinn
encounters the real world for the first time, his life becomes a nightmare. While the scientists continue to experiment on him, Quinn
must come to grips with the truth: his mom and brother don't exist. His friends are all adults who were paid to hang out with him.
Even other super computers aren't like him. Quinn finds himself completely alone--until he bonds with Shea, the real girl behind
the virtual one. As Quinn explores what it means to truly live, he questions who he can trust. What will it take to win his freedom . .
. and where does he belong? Award-winning author Len Vlahos offers a perfect blend of science fiction and contemporary in this
unputdownable, high stakes tale that explores big questions about what it means to be human.
The follow-up to the acclaimed title The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories by Maggie Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna
Yovanoff. In an unassuming corner of Brooklyn, a young woman learns to be ladylike, to love context, and to speak her mind from
a very curious sort of tutor. In a faraway land convulsed by war, a young soldier hears the desert's curious hum as he disarms
bombs with the person he doesn't know how to love. In a place so shriveled by drought that any drowning is a curiosity, a young
writer tries again and again to tread water beneath the surface of a vast and unusual sea. Three new stories—complete with
commentary on the creative process—from three acclaimed young adult authors working at the height of their powers. Curious?
In the spirit of DRAGON RIDER and THE THIEF LORD, an enchanting fairy tale told with Cornelia's trademark warmth and wit:
Perfect Funke fare for readers in the middle grades--Cornelia's "sweet spot"!Igraine dreams of becoming a famous knight just like
her great grandfather, but the truth is, life at the family castle is rather boring. Until the nephew of the baroness-next-door shows
up. He's got a dastardly plan to capture the castle and claim as his own the wonderful singing spell books that belong to Igraine's
magician parents. To make matters worse, at the very moment of the siege, her mom and dad botch a spell, turning themselves
into pigs! Aided by a Gentle Giant and a Sorrowful Knight, it's up to Igraine to be brave and save the day--and the books!
The city of Ludlow is gripped by the hottest July on record. The asphalt is melting, the birds are dying, petty crime is on the rise,
and someone in Hannah Wagnor's peaceful suburban community is killing girls. For Hannah, the summer is a complicated one.
Her best friend Lillian died six months ago, and Hannah just wants her life to go back to normal. But how can things be normal
when Lillian's ghost is haunting her bedroom, pushing her to investigate the mysterious string of murders? Hannah's just trying to
understand why her friend self-destructed, and where she fits now that Lillian isn't there to save her a place among the social elite.
And she must stop thinking about Finny Boone, the big, enigmatic delinquent whose main hobbies seem to include petty larceny
and surprising acts of kindness. With the entire city in a panic, Hannah soon finds herself drawn into a world of ghost girls and
horrifying secrets. She realises that only byconfronting the Valentine Killer will she be able move on with her life - and it's up to her
to put together the pieces before he strikes again.
Orson Scott Card's The Lost Gate is the first book in the Mithermages series from the New York Times bestselling author of
Ender's Game. Danny North knew from early childhood that his family was different, and that he was different from them. While his
cousins were learning how to create the things that commoners called fairies, ghosts, golems, trolls, werewolves, and other such
miracles that were the heritage of the North family, Danny worried that he would never show a talent, never form an outself. He
grew up in the rambling old house, filled with dozens of cousins, and aunts and uncles, all ruled by his father. Their home was
isolated in the mountains of western Virginia, far from town, far from schools, far from other people. There are many secrets in the
House, and many rules that Danny must follow. There is a secret library with only a few dozen books, and none of them in English
— but Danny and his cousins are expected to become fluent in the language of the books. While Danny's cousins are free to create
magic whenever they like, they must never do it where outsiders might see. Unfortunately, there are some secrets kept from
Danny as well. And that will lead to disaster for the North family. The Mithermages series The Lost Gate The Gate Thief
Gatefather At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In Whales on Stilts, a madman has unleashed an army of stilt-walking, laser-beaming, thoroughly angry whales upon the world!
Luckily, Jasper Dash and his friends Katie Mulligan and Lily Gefelty are around to save the day.
James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who feeds on the creative energies of exceptional
humans until they die. While collaborating on a musical composition, James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in love. When James
realizes that Nuala is being hunted, he plunges into a soul-scorching battle with the Faerie Queen.
Amanda Hocking is an indie publishing sensation whose self-published novels have sold millions of copies all over the world, and
Switched is the book that started the phenomenon. Prepare to be enchanted... When Wendy Everly was six years old, her mother
was convinced she was a monster and tried to kill her. Eleven years later, Wendy discovers her mother might have been right.
She's not the person she's always believed herself to be, and her whole life begins to unravel—all because of Finn Holmes. Finn is
a mysterious guy who always seems to be watching her. Every encounter leaves her deeply shaken...though it has more to do
with her fierce attraction to him than she'd ever admit. But it isn't long before he reveals the truth: Wendy is a changeling who was
switched at birth—and he's come to take her home. Now Wendy's about to journey to a magical world she never knew existed, one
that's both beautiful and frightening. And where she must leave her old life behind to discover who she's meant to become... As a
special gift to readers, this book contains a new, never-before-published bonus story, "The Vittra Attacks," set in the magical world
of the Trylle.
Camden Pike has been grief-stricken since his girlfriend, Viv, died. Viv was the last good thing in his life: helping him rebuild his
identity after a career-ending football injury, picking up the pieces when his home life shattered, and healing his pain long after the
meds wore off. And now, he'd give anything for one more glimpse of her. But when Cam makes a visit to the site of Viv's deadly
car accident, he sees some kind of apparition. And it isn't Viv. The apparition's name is Nina, and she's not a ghost. She's a girl
from a parallel world, and in this world, Viv is still alive. Cam can't believe his wildest dreams have come true. All he can focus on
is getting his girlfriend back, no matter the cost. But things are different in this other world: Viv and Cam have both made very
different choices, things between them have changed in unexpected ways, and Viv isn't the same girl he remembers. Nina is
keeping some dangerous secrets, too, and the window between the worlds is shrinking every day. As Cam comes to terms with
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who this Viv has become and the part Nina played in his parallel story, he's forced to choose - stay with Viv or let her go - before
the window closes between them once and for all.
A highly original and magical debut novel, about Tom, caught between his elfin home and the world of humans. It combines a
gripping story and strong characters with powerful images and insights into what it is that makes us human.
Rejected by a Conformity that considers his powers inferior after the death of Mr. Quincrux, Armistead Lucious Priest receives
support and protection from the Irregulars when he retreats to the wild to face his inner demons. Simultaneous eBook.
"There are secrets around every corner in Fayette, Pennsylvania. Tessa left when she was nine and has been trying ever since
not to think about what happened there that last summer. She and her childhood best friend, Callie, never talked about what they
saw. Not before the trial. And certainly not after. But Tessa still has questions. Things have never quite added up. And now she
has to go back to Fayette--to Wyatt Stokes, sitting on death row; to Lori Cawley, Callie's dead cousin; and to the one other person
who may be hiding the truth. Only, the closer Tessa gets to what really happened, the closer she gets to a killer--and this time, it
won't be so easy to run away." -- Page [4] cover.
As Shreve Cannon's ability to absorb the memories of others has him teetering on the edge of insanity, he returns to the custody
of the state of Arkansas, this time in a mental institution, but he must collect himself and find Jack, the Twelve-Fingered Boy, if he
is to stop an unspeakable evil that is stirring in Baltimore.
This enchanting Newbery Honor Book is a “magical find” (School Library Journal). Half moorfolk and half human, and unable to
shape-shift or disappear at will, Moql threatens the safety of the Band. So the Folk banish her and send her to live among humans
as a changeling. Named Saaski by the couple for whose real baby she was swapped, she grows up taunted and feared by the
villagers for being different, and is comfortable only on the moor, playing strange music on her bagpipes. As Saaski grows up,
memories from her forgotten past with the Folks slowly emerge. But so do emotions from her human side, and she begins to
realize the terrible wrong the Folk have done to the humans she calls Da and Mumma. She is determined to restore their child to
them, even if it means a dangerous return to the world that has already rejected her once.
Nick and his brother Alan are on the run with their mother, who was once the lover of a powerful magician. When she left him, she
stole an important charm - and he will stop at nothing to reclaim it. Now Alan has been marked with the sign of death by the
magician's demon, and only Nick can save him. But to do so he must face those he has fled from all his life - the magicians - and
kill them. So the hunted becomes the hunter… but in saving his brother, Nick discovers something that will unravel his whole past…
Winner of the Schneider Book Award The award-winning author of the Elemental series delivers a rock-and-roll novel that Lauren
Myracle called “raw, fresh, funny, and authentic.” The Challenge: Eighteen-year-old Piper has one month to get her high school’s
coolest rock band Dumb a paying gig. The Deal: If she does it, Piper will become the band’s manager and get her share of the
profits. The Catch: How can Piper possibly manage a band made up of an egomaniacal pretty boy, a talentless piece of eye
candy, a silent rocker, an angry girl, and a crush-worthy nerd boy? And how can she do it when she’s deaf? Piper is determined to
show her classmates that just because she’s hearing impaired doesn’t mean she’s invisible. With growing self-confidence, a
budding romance, and a new understanding of her parent’s decision to buy a cochlear implant for her deaf baby sister, she
discovers her own inner rock star and what it truly means to be a flavor of Dumb. For fans of K. L. Going’s Fat Kid Rules the
World and Catherine Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy Queen.
Being the youngest daughter of the Devil has never been easy. Daphne's father has no time for her, her mother no interest, and
her status in the upper echelon separates her from the working-class demons that populate Lucifer's metropolis. When her brother
and only confidante goes missing, life in the restrictive city of Pandemonium becomes intolerable. Now, in an attempt to find him,
Daphne sets out for Earth - and finds it larger and more chaotic than she imagined: a dazzling expanse of noise, dirt and random
violence. Despite her bewilderment, she navigates the mortal world with growing fascination, gaining an ally when she saves a
dying boy from her father's minions. For Truman Flynn, the last year has been one long downward spiral, but when Daphne arrives
just in time to save his life, he finds himself unexpectedly glad to have another chance. Together, Daphne and Truman go in
search of her brother, braving the hazards of Las Vegas and the perils of first love, even as it becomes increasingly clear that her
brother might have had a secret and compelling reason for leaving. Lucifer's agents aren't the only creatures on the prowl, and
Daphne soon finds herself the target of a plan to rid the world of demons for good. Now she must evade a demon-eating monster,
rescue her brother from an angelic zealot, and save the boy she loves from his greatest enemy - himself.
Seventeen-year-old Kendall, who suffers from obsessive-compulsive disorder, lives with her parents on a potato farm in a tiny
community in Montana, where two teenagers go missing within months of each other, with no explanation.
Featuring stories from R.L. Stine and Madeleine Roux, this middle grade horror anthology, curated by New York Times bestselling
author and master of macabre Jonathan Maberry, is a chilling tribute to Alvin Schwartz’s Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark. Fleshhungry ogres? Brains full of spiders? Haunted houses you can’t escape? This collection of 35 terrifying stories from the Horror
Writers Association has it all, including ghastly illustrations from Iris Compiet that will absolutely chill readers to the bone. So turn
off your lamps, click on your flashlights, and prepare—if you dare—to be utterly spooked! The complete list of writers: Linda D.
Addison, Courtney Alameda, Jonathan Auxier, Gary A. Braunbeck, Z Brewer, Aric Cushing, John Dixon, Tananarive Due, Jamie
Ford, Kami Garcia, Christopher Golden, Tonya Hurley, Catherine Jordan, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Alethea Kontis, N.R. Lambert, Laurent
Linn, Amy Lukavics, Barry Lyga, D.J. MacHale, Josh Malerman, James A. Moore, Michael Northrop, Micol Ostow, Joanna
Parypinksi, Brendan Reichs, Madeleine Roux, R.L. Stine, Margaret Stohl, Gaby Triana, Luis Alberto Urrea, Rosario Urrea, Kim
Ventrella, Sheri White, T.J. Wooldridge, Brenna Yovanoff
Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out she can see faeries. Two mysterious (and cute)
guys enter her life. Trouble is, Luke is a soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan is a dark faerie soldier. Their orders from the Faerie
Queen? Kill Deirdre.
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